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The Background
Calc-based intro mechanics 
24 students per lab section 
Students have used Python previously; code must be 
minimally altered 
Learning Objective:  Use an experiment to distinguish 
between competing theoretical models of a physical system



“Prove that a damped pendulum is not a damped 
harmonic oscillator”
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A common problem in computational physics is finding a given value in an array of
data. The file Honey Run.txt contains the distance and elevation of a path that roughly
follows the path of the road of the same name, which start in Paradise, runs down Butte
Creek Canyon, and ends at the south end of Chico. The file has two columns separated
by a comma. The first is distance from a starting location in Paradise. The second is the
elevation of each point at the distance specified in the first column.

Create a function which accepts a filename like Honey Run.txt as a string and an ele-
vation as a float, reads in a file like Honey Run.txt, locates the array location closest to the
specified elevation, and returns the corresponding distance. Your function should check to
make sure the inputs provided are a string and a float, and if not print a gentle but stern
error message and quit. Be sure to include copious comments explaining how your function
works.
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Best Fit L = 86.1 cm Best Fit L = 91.9 cm



Python (Jupyter or Spyder)

Modeling



In Person
Work in groups 
Uses 2 three-hour lab sessions 
Python set up on lab computers; no installation needed 
Major student issues: 

Help with code 
Formatting and selecting data 
Understanding connections between models and data



Moving Online
Can’t physically work in groups 
Don’t have the Vernier/PASCO sensors 
Don’t have Python installed 
Don’t have general lab equipment 

Solution: Phones, Google Sheets, and whatever you have at 
home



Taking Data



Modeling
Google Sheets



Did it work?

Student feedback was largely positive; biggest complaint 
was being asked to swing their phones 
Completion was higher for this lab than any other post-
COVID labs 
Google sheet issues were easy to trouble shoot remotely


